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Michael Russo | The Breeze July 13, 2021

‘Black Widow’ launches MCU phase 4, closes book on
heroine

breezejmu.org/culture/black-widow-launches-mcu-phase-4-closes-book-on-heroine/article_e142b31c-e3f9-11eb-ad88-
0b36a473c696.html

After appearing in seven other films in the Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU) since 2010,
Natasha Romanoff (Scarlett Johansson) finally has her own solo outing 11 years later in
“Black Widow.” Originally scheduled to release in May 2020, the movie has finally arrived
after COVID-19-related delays. Though it feels like it should’ve come sooner — not just
because of the pandemic — and it’s not much of a standalone story for the character, “Black
Widow” is a strong swan song for the MCU’s first female hero.

The film opens in Ohio in 1995, where the audience sees a young Natasha (Ever Anderson)
and Yelena Belova (Violet McGraw), pretend daughters of undercover Russian spies Alexei
Shostakov (David Harbour) and Melina Vostokoff (Rachel Weisz). The parents steal
knowledge from the intelligence organization S.H.I.E.L.D. (Strategic Homeland Intervention,
Enforcement and Logistics Division) and must flee with their daughters under threat of
discovery and capture. 

Upon their arrival in Cuba, an injured Melina receives medical attention while Alexei hands
the girls over to General Drekykov (Ray Winstone), who runs the Red Room, a secret
Russian training program that turns orphaned girls into elite assassins called Black Widows.
Then, the haunting opening credits roll as images and snapshots of Natasha’s life, both with
her “family” and growing up in the Red Room, flash on the screen in between the cast’s
names, making the sequence a literal flashback.

The opening doesn’t show much of the Red Room and Natasha’s experience there, which is
simultaneously disappointing and understandable since it’s a critical but also a fairly intense
part of her history that could be too graphic for a PG-13 Marvel-Disney movie. However, it
sets the tone that “Black Widow” isn’t just a movie about Natasha, but also Yelena, Alexei
and Melina. It’s not Natasha’s origin story, but rather a way to reflect on her past and move
forward to close the Red Room chapter of her life.

Time moves to 2016, just after the events of “Captain America: Civil War,” where Natasha
violates the Sokovia Accords and assaults Wakanda’s King T’Challa, making her a fugitive.
On the run, Natasha escapes from U.S. Secretary of State Thaddeus Ross (William Hurt)
and makes her way to Norway. Meanwhile, Yelena (Florence Pugh), now an adult and Red
Room graduate, is targeting a rogue Widow when she’s exposed to Red Dust, an antidote
that reverses the Red Room’s chemical alteration of Yelena’s brain, undoing Yelena’s mind
control — an evolution of the program that Natasha never had to face.

https://www.breezejmu.org/culture/black-widow-launches-mcu-phase-4-closes-book-on-heroine/article_e142b31c-e3f9-11eb-ad88-0b36a473c696.html
https://twitter.com/theblackwidow/status/1413920957115240454
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From there, the plot’s fairly straightforward and often a cat-and-mouse game as Natasha and
Yelena team up to evade the Widows and Taskmaster — the film’s mysterious villain with the
ability to mimic their opponents’ fighting style. They reunite with Alexei and Melina to take
down Dreykov’s Red Room once and for all and use the Red Dust to free the Widows from
his control.

Despite “Black Widow” being set in 2016, seven years prior to Natasha’s fatal sacrifice in
“Avengers: Endgame,” the stakes aren’t lessened by the fact that she’ll live through to the
movie’s end. The film’s action is thrilling throughout and will keep viewers on the edge of
their seats. Much of this comes from Taskmaster’s mimicry abilities, as they use weapons
and copy fighting moves from Natasha and other MCU heroes like Captain America,
Hawkeye, Spider-Man, Black Panther, the Winter Soldier and Iron Man.

Taskmaster’s fun and engaging to watch, but they’re more of a flashy distraction to hide the
film’s true villain. The film’s trailers and promotional campaign set up Taskmaster as
Natasha’s main adversary. However, as soon as Yelena reveals that Dreykov survived the
explosion Natasha set to kill him years ago, it was predictable that Taskmaster’s true identity
is none other than Antonia Dreykov (Olga Kurylenko), the general’s daughter who also
survived the incident. It’s also unsatisfying that the MCU used the character in this way, since
Taskmaster is a formidable foe to Spider-Man and other heroes in the comics. However, it
says a lot about the general as a villain; he not only takes young girls off the streets to raise
them as mind-controlled killers who may die in the process — which is utterly despicable on
its own — but he puts his own daughter through the same ordeal.

It’s also worth noting that “Black Widow” features many excellent callbacks to other moments
in the MCU — besides ones shown through Taskmaster — and does so while still feeling
exciting, not repetitive. For example, the Widows’ and Taskmaster’s pursuit of Natasha and
Yelena through the streets of Budapest is reminiscent of Hydra and the Winter Soldier’s
ambush on Nick Fury in “Captain America: The Winter Soldier.” From the general chase to
the final blow from the villain that flips the hero’s car, both films’ sequences are exhilarating. 

Other parallels to the Captain America movie include Natasha’s use of a face mask disguise
and wig to get close to the enemy — as she does to confront Dreykov in the final act — as
well as an aerial base falling from the sky. Even the decision to take Taskmaster, a man in
comic books, and gender-swap the character for “Black Widow” is similar to how “The Falcon
and the Winter Soldier” takes inspiration from comics’ Karl Morgenthau to have a young
woman, Karli Morgenthau, as the series’ antagonist.

Probably the best parts of “Black Widow,” above all, are Pugh’s and Johansson’s
performances as Yelena and Natasha and the relationship between the sisters. Yelena’s an
interesting character, as she’s truly a product of her family’s actions. Alexei abandons her
and Melina develops the chemical that controls Yelena and the other Widows. Natasha’s

https://twitter.com/KhameekJ03/status/1413693117295890432
https://screenrant.com/black-widow-taskmaster-powers-abilities-copycat-source/
https://twitter.com/Brian_Lightyear/status/1414234313693057026
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ybji16u608U
https://www.marvel.com/characters/taskmaster/in-comics
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able to escape the Widow program and become an Avenger, but she doesn’t go back for
Yelena. Pugh portrays the mixed emotions of the impact this has on Yelena in a way that
evokes incredible sympathy. 

There have been times in other films where she opens up with her fellow Avengers, but
Natasha’s at her most vulnerable in “Black Widow” as she confronts the darker actions and
people of her past. Johansson is stellar at breaking down the hero’s walls and letting
Natasha deal with her trauma alongside her family.

When the sisters reunite, audiences discover Yelena’s witty, sarcastic humor as the scene-
stealing Pugh delivers epic one-liners in hilarious moments with Natasha. By the movie’s
end, the two naturally evolve from estranged sisters to companions who’d die for each other
— after all, Natasha hurtles through the air to save a falling Yelena with a parachute — which
speaks volumes about the actresses’ talent. 

“Black Widow” is an entertaining watch, whether it’s on the big screen in theaters or on
Disney+ with Premier Access. Since the film somewhat depends on prior knowledge to know
its timeline is before Natasha’s death in “Avengers: Endgame” and between “Captain
America: Civil War” and “Avengers: Infinity War,” a release date for “Black Widow” that
aligned more closely with its storyline would’ve been preferable. The Taskmaster twist wasn’t
the greatest, and it’s a shame that Johansson and Pugh won’t share the screen again in the
MCU after their phenomenal work together, but at least the film’s post-credits scene teases
that Yelena will return in the upcoming “Hawkeye” series. 

With all this in mind, seeing Natasha truly knock out the red in her ledger and take down the
heinous institution that raised her retroactively informs her acceptance with death and
ultimate choice to sacrifice herself for the people she loves in “Avengers: Endgame.” “Black
Widow” allows Johansson to exit the role on a high note and does a beautiful job of closing
the book on Natasha Romanoff, while also hinting at honoring the heroine’s legacy through
her sister’s MCU journey.

Contact Michael Russo at russomw@dukes.jmu.edu. For more on the culture, arts and
lifestyle of the JMU and Harrisonburg communities, follow the culture desk on Twitter and
Instagram @Breeze_Culture.

https://twitter.com/spacegaydanvers/status/1414375538446110724
https://10.10.0.46/mailto:russomw@dukes.jmu.edu
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‘Loki’ finale sacrifices show’s own story for MCU’s future
breezejmu.org/culture/loki-finale-sacrifices-show-s-own-story-for-mcu-s-future/article_df5a5754-e826-11eb-b90e-

5bacc868ad81.html

Over the course of its first season, “Loki” consistently improved and topped itself with its
ambitious plot and spectacular production. Episodes four and five in particular created
momentum that seemed like the show was building toward an epic conclusion. Before
watching the last episode, “For All Time. Always.,” I anticipated writing a glowing review of
the finale and the season.

Unfortunately, that isn’t the case.

The final chapter of season one opens with the standard Marvel Studios opening montage,
but instead of the traditional fanfare playing in the background, classic lines and sounds from
throughout the Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU) overlap each other. The logo fades as
notable people throughout Earth’s history like Nelson Mandela, Greta Thunberg, Neil
Armstrong and Maya Angelou are heard. The Sacred Timeline forms, wrapped around the
Citadel at the End of Time that Loki and Sylvie revealed last week. The 90-second sequence
is absolutely stunning to watch and will give viewers goosebumps, but that’s probably the
best part of the episode.

As Loki (Tom Hiddleston) and Sylvie (Sophia Di Martino) enter the Citadel, Miss Minutes
(Tara Strong) appears to introduce them to He Who Remains (Jonathan Majors) — the one
who’s been pulling all the strings. Majors was previously cast as the villain Kang the
Conqueror for 2023’s “Ant-Man and the Wasp: Quantumania,” so He Who Remains is a
variant of the character. The timeline mastermind calls himself the “good” variant after
explaining that he fought in and ended the Multiversal War outlined in the premiere. There
never were any cosmic Time-Keepers, though; it was He Who Remains who singled out one
Sacred Timeline and created the Time Variance Authority (TVA) to keep it in check.

The very fact that He Who Remains is a “good variant” is why his reveal is so disappointing.
Surely, he’s done bad things — taking advantage of variants to use them for his own gain at
the TVA is terrible, and he admits that. Majors gives a standout performance, and it’ll be
interesting to follow how his take on the Kang variants differs from He Who Remains.
However, all of the show’s previous clues of some cruel, overarching mastermind behind the
curtain falls short. Much like the Wizard of Oz is just an ordinary man, He Who Remains is
no menacing villain. There’s no battle for Loki and Sylvie to fight to take him down. They only
have a choice to complete their mission to kill him — spawning a multiverse with an infinite
number of his evil variants planning to conquer worlds — or take over for him and oversee
the TVA themselves.

https://www.breezejmu.org/culture/loki-finale-sacrifices-show-s-own-story-for-mcu-s-future/article_df5a5754-e826-11eb-b90e-5bacc868ad81.html
https://www.breezejmu.org/culture/loki-peels-back-the-curtain-in-climactic-episode-5/article_f48fe508-e1c8-11eb-b243-fbcfafd10ba7.html
https://deadline.com/2020/09/jonathan-majors-ant-man-3-marvel-universe-1203028234/
https://www.breezejmu.org/culture/loki-dives-deep-with-a-new-spin-on-the-god-of-mischief/article_72773822-ccac-11eb-8e1e-9b3fc02d915a.html
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While Loki and Sylvie ponder their predicament, Mobius (Owen Wilson) returns to the TVA to
confront Ravonna (Gugu Mbatha-Raw), who pruned him in episode four. The pair’s
interactions are powerful as they debate their purpose — as well as the TVA’s — and the
mutual feeling of betrayal they have for each other. With such a charged scene, Mbatha-Raw
finally shows a glimpse of the intensity I’ve been looking for in Ravonna. It’s just a moment,
however, and Ravonna leaves “in search of free will” — indicating she’ll appear again.

After revealing Loki’s and Sylvie’s potentials for their magical powers in the previous episode,
the characters barely use them in the finale, opting to duel each other with swords when they
disagree over their dilemma. Loki would rather pick the lesser of two evils and fill He Who
Remains’ position, but Sylvie wants to kill him in revenge for all the TVA did to her. Just as
Sylvie’s about to deliver the fatal blow to He Who Remains, Loki jumps in so they can stop
and think. They express their feelings for each other with a kiss at the end of their fight, but
Sylvie grabs He Who Remains’ TemPad and blasts Loki through a portal back into the TVA
so she can finish what she started.

Loki’s absolutely heartbroken, and rightly so. As he declares his love for another — probably
for the first time in his life — they send him away. Hiddleston looks directly into the camera at
this moment, conveying the raw, utter devastation of his character to the audience. The
moment isn't awkward for the viewer, but rather, it communicates exactly how Loki’s feeling
without saying a single word. On the other hand, Sylvie stabs He Who Remains in the gut,
only for him to say, “See you soon,” knowing she just opened the floodgates to the
multiverse. Di Martino’s performance is just as intense, as she falls to the ground and sobs
— Sylvie realizes what she’s done.

In the final moments of the episode, Loki runs through the TVA until he finds Mobius and
Hunter B-15 (Wunmi Mosaku) to warn them about the impending danger they’ll face.
However, it seems like Sylvie sent Loki into an alternate TVA, since the building no longer
features three looming statues of the Time-Keepers, but rather one of He Who Remains —
or whichever variant of him is in charge of this version. Mobius and B-15 don’t recognize Loki
either. That prompts its own set of questions, but the mid-credits scene confirms that “Loki”
will return for a second season. A release date has not yet been announced.

As a whole, I’m disappointed by how the finale unfolded. The music and visuals were
fantastic as always, especially in the sequence when the multiverse forms. Despite knowing
there’ll be another season, “For All Time. Always.” put aside practically all of the character
development from the previous episodes to unleash the multiverse. It’s as if the show had
two goals to accomplish by the end of the season, and advancing the grand plan for the
MCU took priority over concluding the story “Loki” was telling in season one.

There isn’t much closure for Loki in terms of the character and the show, and maybe that’s
intentional. However, “WandaVision” was able to tell a beautiful and conclusive story about
Wanda overcoming her grief and still hint at her future appearance in “Doctor Strange in the
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Multiverse of Madness” with only a brief post-credits scene. Cliffhangers and teasers are the
norm for MCU properties at this point in the franchise’s history, but the “Loki” season finale
has too much setup, which left me feeling short-changed.

Nevertheless, the show’s game-changing twist does generate buzz for other future MCU
entries. The next installment is “What If…?,” the first animated series from Marvel Studios
that will take the stories Marvel fans know and love and tweak parts of them. Now that
there’s a multiverse, these modified stories could be taking place in alternate timelines.
“Spider-Man: No Way Home,” “Doctor Strange in the Multiverse of Madness” and,
presumably, “Ant-Man and the Wasp: Quantumania” are also going to involve the multiverse,
which opens up incredible possibilities for new stories.

There’s an exciting future ahead, but it’s regrettable that it comes at the expense of “Loki.”
Time will tell what lies ahead for the God of Mischief.

Contact Michael Russo at russomw@dukes.jmu.edu. For more on the culture, arts and
lifestyle of the JMU and Harrisonburg communities, follow the culture desk on Twitter and
Instagram @Breeze_Culture.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x9D0uUKJ5KI
https://10.10.0.46/mailto:russomw@dukes.jmu.edu
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The High Kings transport Emerald Isle’s music to the
'Burg

breezejmu.org/culture/the-high-kings-transport-emerald-isle-s-music-to-the-burg/article_31f92c4a-2082-11ec-ba4f-
1366a425ccb1.html

Live music has never felt better.

Many people haven’t attended an in-person concert since February 2020 or ever been in the
Forbes Center Concert Hall, but The High Kings, an Irish folk band, made the wait
worthwhile with their performances and the atmosphere they created throughout the venue.

The High Kings formed in 2007 and quickly became an esteemed band in Ireland and
around the world, with success on global Billboard charts and headline performances for
former President Barack Obama and the Lord Mayor of London. The group’s current
members are Finbarr Clancy, Darren Holden, Paul O’Brien and Brian Dunphy; collectively,
they play 13 different instruments.

Having previously performed at the Forbes Center back in 2018, the band members said
coming to JMU is one of their favorite gigs when they’re traveling. Their stop in Harrisonburg
on Saturday was one of 32 legs on their “Home from Home” tour, which features many of the
songs from their recently released “Home from Home” live album and hits from five other
collections. The musicians said they felt “privileged” to be touring and sharing their passion
for music with audiences again after a long pandemic hiatus.

Prior to the concert, the hall was adorned with orange and green lights and filled with the
chatter of attendees. On stage, four microphones were set up among a keyboard, guitar
stands, a collection of whistles and more waiting to be played.

In their opening song, “Irish Rover,” The High Kings subverted expectations by starting with a
soft and soulful introduction before breaking into a thrilling, upbeat folk tune. Combining the
guitar, tin whistle, mandolin and a bodhran drum, the quartet complemented each other and
had much of the audience on their feet, cheering and clapping along by the song’s end. If the
audience members weren’t excited before, it sure looked like they were after “Irish Rover.”

Another high point was “The Dutchman,” in which Clancy sang and played guitar. His voice
and the notes of his guitar accompaniment carried a warm tone that filled the hall. Clancy
was gradually joined by O’Brien on harmonica and additional vocals from Dunphy and
Holden; all added rich layers to the performance.

“I thought the sounds were really wonderful,” Jessica Haddock, a sophomore music
education major, said. “I loved how they moved as a unit … I loved how versatile all the
musicians were. They all did so many different things.”

https://www.breezejmu.org/culture/the-high-kings-transport-emerald-isle-s-music-to-the-burg/article_31f92c4a-2082-11ec-ba4f-1366a425ccb1.html
https://www.whsv.com/content/news/Hundreds-come-out-to-Forbes-Center-for-new-masterpiece-season--428782013.html
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In between songs, Clancy said that for a small country, Ireland has made a large impact
around the world. He also said how the Irish people bear the country’s culture; more so than
music, food and Guinness beer, people are the country’s “greatest export.” 

Many of The High Kings’ songs tell stories about Irish history, a true testament to the folk
music genre and Clancy’s words. For example, the lyrics of “Grace” mention Irish poet and
revolutionary Padraic Pearse and the “GPO” — Dublin’s General Post Office, which served
as one of the central locations of the 1916 Easter Rising, a fight for Irish independence. The
band also played a song that Holden wrote while stuck in traffic, which connected back to the
Great Famine of 1845 and the challenges the Irish faced. This tune was particularly special
since The High Kings had never before performed it live for an audience.

Part of what made the experience so special was the interaction between the audience and
the band. The High Kings gave a shout out to JMU professor Claire Lyons, who was
celebrating her birthday, and talked to a group of attendees who’d traveled all the way from
Canada to see the band perform. The musicians brought profound energy to the Forbes
Center, and the audience reflected it back with joy and enthusiasm.

Traveling from Lynchburg, audience member and Liberty University student Becca Britain
said she was happy to visit the Forbes Center with her friends and see The High Kings in
concert after discovering their music during the pandemic.

“One of the things that we like most about The High Kings is that they have some live
albums,” Britain said. “For most things, I hate live albums, but for this sort of thing it’s so
much more fun to hear the audience participation … to be a part of the concert and be able
to experience this live.”

The High Kings closed the concert with their rendition of “The Parting Glass” and were
accompanied by The Madison Singers, one of the School of Music’s choral ensembles. The
emotional song is personal for the band, they said, as they’ve played it at family members’
funerals. Hearing that many voices come together made for an emotional performance and
was the perfect way to end the night.

“There was such a sense of heart and groove into the whole thing,” Haddock said. “I thought
it was really good.”

The High Kings provided an unforgettable experience and a concert that many will cherish.
For anyone who couldn’t attend, the band teased big things to come in 2022, perhaps even
another tour in the spring. Until then, The High Kings’ music is available to stream on Spotify
and Apple Music.

Contact Michael Russo at russomw@dukes.jmu.edu. For more on the culture, arts and
lifestyle of the JMU and Harrisonburg communities, follow the culture desk on Twitter and
Instagram @Breeze_Culture.

https://irishstudies.sunygeneseoenglish.org/the-gpo/
https://open.spotify.com/artist/6wXjctGBzxkT0ghwfQ8FC0
https://music.apple.com/us/artist/the-high-kings/273311795
https://10.10.0.46/mailto:russomw@dukes.jmu.edu
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